Streme Encoder and Media Streamer
Stream Audio Visual Media over networks – Seamlessly.

Now broadcast CEOs address, corporate
events, professional media over your network.
Record live media and playback on the
network.
Anytime Anywhere deployment in minutes.
Works with all AV inputs like Component,
Composite, DVI, VGA.
Quick Integration with with Signage, PC and
Web.

Streme Encoder and Media Server fulfill the long standing need for an easy, cost
effective product for quick encoding and streaming of media on corporate IP
networks and web sites.
Live broadcast of CEOs address

Instant Record and Playback

Ever wished that the all important CEO address be
broadcast live over the entire corporate network? The
media being available for groups of users, for senior
management, for remote users and for mobile users?
The two components from Streme Encoder and
Streme Media Server are positioned to do just that
and more

A powerful facility to record streams of AV as you
broadcast them over the IP network is available. Ideal
of recording live events, training sessions and
address by senior management, this facility is used to
create a repository of media assets in the corporate
library.

Not only can you broadcast CEOs address, you can
also broadcast live corporate events, record media
and play pre-recorded media files and more.

Now view the content anywhere anytime

Scalable and Reliable
The platform is completely scalable and reliable,
based on industry standard work station class
hardware and add on cards, supporting a wide range
of graphics standards like HDMI, Component, DVI
and VGA. With the media server based on Server
class hardware and architecture, your reliability is
guaranteed. With fail safe options provided, peace of
mind is guaranteed as you scale up. Built on the
robust streme framework with over 100 components
in place, you are sure of performance and flexibility in a
single package.

With compatibility options provided for mobile users,
desktop/laptop users, signage users (for larger
groups with larger displays), you are guaranteed that
your message will reach wherever there is a network.
Effective communication couldn't be better.

Wide Applications, one Solution
Industries may vary and applications diverse, but when
there is a choice for media streaming, Streme Encoder
and Media Sever offers an unparalleled price to
performance ratio.

Streme Encoder and Media Streamer
Stream Audio Visual Media over networks – Seamlessly.

Streme Encoder
A powerful encoder based on industry standard video input cards for
all types of connectors, provides a perfect scalable option for adding
more channels in future. Wide range of options of cards and
encoders to stream from cameras, media, computers etc. is
provided.

Streme Encoder Manager
A powerful, feature rich manager to control the settings of the media
encoder. The features provide a one stop console for system
management.

Streme Recorder

Streme Encoder Manager

Just select the stream you wish to record and the media starts getting
saved to the disk instantly. Recording was never so easy and
convenient

Streme Media Server
A powerful media server, capable to transmitting multiple channels of
media simultaneously over the network in multicast or unicast mode.
Optimized for bandwidth, this server is built in industry standard
hardware and operating systems for maximum reliability and
scalability.

View on Digital Signages

Source Preveiw

Tightly integrated with Streme Digital Signage, you can specify the IP
stream to be captured in the media window using the central
manager, and you are done. Digital signage on large screens is ideal
for a larger group of people to watch the media. Typically
implemented in staff areas, this is an ideal corporate communication
method.

View on Web Browser on Desktop/Laptop/Tablet
Just by clicking on the email link, you can open the media being
streamed on your favorite device like a desktop, laptop or a tablet.

Encoder Server

View on Mobile Devices
On the move? Relax. You can now catch the latest corporate
broadcast on your device, data plans permitting. This option
provides your remote workers to be on line from any time any where.
Just imagine catching with an important corporate communication
video on the move.
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